Compton Event Upgrades to DNP DS620A™ and DS820A™
Photo Printers for National Event Services
One of the Largest Photo Event Companies in the U.S. Upgrades
with All New, High Performance DNP Photo Printers
What started as an experience as a disappointed
customer when his daughter’s photos in a theatrical
production were not at the level of quality he had
hoped for, has become Compton Event, one of
the largest conference, tradeshow, and event
photography companies in the country. Founded
in 2009 by long-time photographer Bob Compton,
the company strives to create the highest levels of
engagement and interaction with their customers.
Drawing on his experience as a photographer,
Compton created innovative and fun products for
the performers and their families, and perfected a
multi-camera process to capture the drama of a live
production. Today, the company’s customized systems are designed for fast-paced entertainment and have created a niche market within the meetings and convention industry.

The Kansas City, Missouri-based company
produces over 230,000 images a year using
DNP dye-sublimation printers. Always in search
of ways to improve the range and quality of
services offered to his clients, Compton
recently upgraded his fleet of printers to
DNP’s DS620A and DS820A printers.
“We’ve been a long-term partner with DNP
and trust the level of speed and reliability and
quality their printers provide to meet the
demands of the large-scale events we typically handle,” said Compton. “For us, it all
comes down to speed and reliability. We
don’t have the option for downtime when we
know we can have as many as a few thousand people go through our booth in an
evening.”
In addition to excellent image quality and output speed, the DS620A and DS820A provide the
same strong performance as their predecessors while being smaller, lighter, and using far less
electricity.
“We often find ourselves operating in environments where we're reliant on a generator," said
Compton. "The low power mode on these new printers is an extremely valuable feature for us in
these situations."
Since upgrading to the new printers in early 2018, Compton has found the same level of bulletproof performance he has come to expect over the years from DNP. Despite their compact
size, the DS620A and DS820A provides the fastest print speeds available for the professional
photography market including standard 4x6-inch images in less than nine seconds and
5x7-inch prints in approximately 15 seconds.
For additional information on DNP’s professional photo printing solutions, please visit:
www.dnpphoto.com/printers/
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